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Putting Surrey
On The Map

The culmination of an ambitious
service mapping project will certainly
help people, but ultimately it may
be even more important for the
purposes of planning.
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A student in the Public Policy program at Simon
Fraser University and a member of Surrey LIP’s
Immigrant Advisory Roundtable, Tumadhur
Altokhais volunteers for organizations including
SUCCESS, the Surrey Food Bank and the City of
Surrey. In early June she found herself helping
a refugee family just arrived from Syria look for
tutoring services needed to help their school-age
children. A few weeks earlier, that would have >
www.surrey.ca/lip

(Putting Surrey On The Map: continued)

meant sifting through
>
conventional listings, but

instead Altokhais took the
family to a library and helped
them search the Surrey
LIP’s new services map.
It wasn’t a perfect solution, says
Altokhais. Her clients didn’t know English
well enough to have been able to use it
themselves, and realistically it’s unlikely
they would have discovered the service
map’s existence without her help. But
nonetheless, the tutoring service was secured, making one less thing to worry about
for a family that is trying to find its feet.
The services map that debuted on
www.SurreyLIP.ca in April marks the
culmination of a project that began last
fall. Contracted to Social Planning and Research Council of British Columbia (SPARC
BC), its production involved research into

Service Map Main Categories

Settlement &
Refugee Services

Health &
Nutrition Services

English Language
Services

Employment &
Education Support
Services

Community
Integration Services
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and classification of 235 services offered
by 30 distinct organizations. These were
divided into six overarching categories and
29 categories in total. “Everybody cuts the
apple a bit differently,” says Scott Graham,
SPARC’s associate general director.
The obvious benefit of the map is to users like Altokhais and her refugee clients,
“research for people,” as Graham describes
it. But an equally important aspect arises
from the analysis that accompanied the
project: “research for planning.”
Working closely with LIP committees and
other service leaders, SPARC BC sought
to determine what services are needed,
and to match that against the inventory
found to be available. In this case, supply
definitely did not meet demand. Gaps and
overlaps are common in many areas of
public life. But in this case, Graham says,
there were some significant deficiencies.
In large part that’s due to the continuing large numbers of immigrants and
refugees settling in Surrey. Graham thinks
the community could be described using
the term “superdiversity,” recently coined
to describe “new, small and scattered,
multiple-origin, transnationally connected,
socio-economically differentiated and
legally stratified populations” (to quote
Wikipedia) in urban locales such as London, Toronto and, yes, Surrey. For service
providers in such places it’s not just a case
of catching up with the pace of growth, it’s
also a matter of dealing with the dramatic
complexity. Such considerations will play
an important role in determining the LIP’s
strategy and action plans (see Reading

Beyond the Map), which will soon enter
their development phase as the research
phase wraps up.
There is also some good news, beyond
the compilation of a service map that
should make life just a little easier for
immigrants, refugees and those who help
them find services. The study found that
most services are located in neighbourhoods where recent immigrants and
refugees are clustered, an exception being
Fleetwood, which has a large newcomer
population but few services. And Graham
was deeply impressed by the commitment shown by service providers and their
leaders — “an example of successful collaboration” that will serve the community
well in the race to better match supply to
ever-growing demand.

Emerging Needs Identified
Survey respondents
identified several areas
as emerging needs for
immigrants and refugees,
led by employment services,
education services and
health and nutrition.

Individual &
Family Services
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Tumadhur Altokhais was
able to assist a Syrian
refugee family more
easily find tutoring
services because of the
recently launched Surrey
LIP services map.
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To read the full
report visit:
www.surreylip.ca
LIP Strategy &
Project: Research
& Consultations

To read a fact
sheet with key
findings visit:
www.surreylip.ca
Facts & Resources:
Fact Sheets

www.surrey.ca/lip

Reading Beyond The Map

Reactions

What did the Surrey LIP gain from the recently completed
Service Mapping project? Well, a service map, of course—an
important new tool to help immigrants and immigrant and
mainstream service providers access all that Surrey has to
offer. But beyond that, the project’s contractors at SPARC BC
provided an analysis that will be a key resource as the LIP
develops its strategy. Here is a brief summary:

1 “There are many strong and

active services and supports
in Surrey available to
immigrants and refugees.”

235 unique programs were identified,
spread among 30 organizations.
This infrastructure presents opportunities for innovation, guided by the needs
and strengths of the city’s newcomers.
In 2014, 11 organizations and agencies
offering a wide array of services
received funding from Citizenship and
Immigration Canada.

3 And “many service leaders

are unaware of services
offered and whether or not
they are adequate.”

Here’s what two of the
people active in the Surrey
Local Immigration Partnership
had to say about the Service
Mapping project and
accompanying analysis.

2 But in many ways the current

service infrastructure in Surrey
is “inadequate to effectively
support the integration
and settlement process for
immigrants and refugees new
to the community.”
Aileen Murphy is a Senior Social Planner
with the City of Surrey and co-chaired the
Surrey Welcoming Communities Project,
which precursed the Surrey LIP.

A survey of social service leaders
deemed 22 of 29 service types
inadequate. Those considered
especially lacking included Mental
Health Services (100% of respondents who stated an opinion),
Alcohol and Drug and Addiction
Services (94%), Disability
Services (92%), Legal Services
(92%), LGBTQ Services (90%),
Transportation Services (83%),
Family Counselling Services (77%),
Youth Services (76%), Women’s
Services (75%) and Housing
Support Services (75%).

“A healthy, vibrant city is one where
everyone is included and has an opportunity to participate and contribute,” says
Aileen Murphy—and it’s obvious that
not all residents are equally equipped to
do this. “Some newcomers need some
services to help them integrate.”
Faced with evidence that many of these
services are inadequate, Murphy sees an
advocacy role for the City. Municipalities
have no jurisdiction over immigration, she
points out, but the City of Surrey can be
a leader in ensuring that the community
receives an appropriate share of services,
and that the needs of newcomer residents
are met.
Secondly, she notes, branches of civic
government such as libraries and recreational facilities are a common point
of contact for newcomers. “The service
map will help people figure things out for
themselves,” she says. But it will be an
equally valuable resource for the librarians,
recreational centre and other city staff
who may be approached for help.

More than one-third of the questions presented to service leaders were answered
“No opinion.” Based on these conclusions, the report proposed 11 Considerations
for Strategy Development, ranging from “Review and update the online inventory of
services every two years to ensure that the information in the inventory is kept upto-date,” to “Increase the amount of services that are available in languages relevant
to the immigrant and refugee population,” to “Develop a strategy for promoting the
development and exchange of information about available services to support the
immigration and settlement services.”
The conclusions and considerations will be important inputs as The LIP develops
its Surrey Immigrant and Refugee Settlement Strategies and Action Plans.

(Reactions: continued on page 4)
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to take advantage of “gated” services
requiring registration or qualification, often
due to a mistrust of governments. For this
reason her organization has begun to
provide income assistance specialists,
who can inform newcomers
about what’s available and
help them work through
the procedures.
Hong also echoes Murphy’s point that many of
those taking advantage of
the service map will be community service workers who
weren’t previously aware of
everything available. “I sit at
other community tables,” she says. “I will be
making sure that people are aware of this
outside of the immigrant service sector.”
Finally, Hong is glad to see that service
inadequacies were pointed out by the
service mapping project and hopes that
this will be a catalyst for change. “Having
it on paper really helps,” she says.

Murphy also notes a third element, one
that has been an ongoing concern of the
City’s. She is worried about the level of
support that Surrey’s growing number
of refugees are receiving, particularly
Government Assisted Refugees. “Many have all sorts
of vulnerabilities,” she says.
Connie Hong is senior manager of Options Community
Services Society, which
offers up to 80 programs
to residents of Surrey and
adjacent municipalities.

“We were already aware
that in the face of Surrey’s
growth, there are challenges providing
services — but for immigrants it’s very
difficult,” Connie Hong says.
On one level, she stresses, newcomers
are simply Surrey citizens, with the same
multiplicity of needs and issues as other
residents. At the same time, there can be
complicating factors such as a reluctance

LIP Updates
Fusion Festival

Acknowledged as one of
the world’s great multicultural festivals, Surrey
Fusion Festival takes place
on July 18 and 19 at Holland Park. It focusses on
music, food and culture
and features pavilions from
more than 40 cultures.
www.surrey.ca/
fusionfestival

Labour Market
Integration
Research Project

Human Capital Strategies
has been contracted to
conduct a Labour Market
Integration research project. The goal of the project

is to better understand
Surrey’s current and looming labour market needs,
explore the labour market
barriers faced by Surrey
employers and immigrants, and identify solutions to improve immigrant
labour market outcomes.
The final report will be
available in November.

Immigrant Advisory
Roundtable
Initiative

On behalf of the Immigrant
Advisory Roundtable, two
members applied for and
received a Neighbourhood
Small Grant to host a
Welcome to City Centre

block party. The party
is being planned for
August or September
2015. Please contact us
if you are interested in
participating or helping
to organize.

Doors Open

The City of Surrey’s
Doors Open on June 27
provides a one of a kind
opportunity... to explore
parks, places of worship,
art exhibits, universities,
recreation centres, historic
and architectural sites.
Find information at:
http://www.surrey.ca/
culture-recreation/
11056.aspx

Steering
Committee

Member
Organizations
These are the organizations that provide
leadership direction to the Surrey Local
Immigration Partnership.
1 City of Surrey 2 The Surrey Board of
Trade 3 Alexandra Neighbourhood House
4 Applied Science Technologists and
Technicians of BC (ASTTBC) 5 City of Surrey,
Human Resources 6 City of Surrey Social
Planning (Contract Manager) 7 City of
Surrey, Parks, Recreation & Culture
8 Surrey Libraries 9 DIVERSEcity Community Resources Society 10 Training Group
at Douglas College 11 Human Resources
Management Association (HRMA) 12 Fraser
Health Authority: Population and Public
Health 13 Fraser Health Authority: Primary
Health Care 14 Immigrant Employment
Council of BC 15 Immigrant Services Society
of BC 16 Kwantlen Polytechnic University
17 Oak Avenue Neighbourhood Hub Society
18 Options Community Services Society
19 Pacific Community Resources Society
20 Progressive Intercultural Community Services (PICS) 21 Semiahmoo House Society
22 SFU Surrey 23 S.U.C.C.E.S.S. Surrey Delta
Service Centre 24 Surrey School District
#36 25 Surrey RCMP 26 Sources Community Resources Society 27 Surrey Interfaith
Council 28 Umoja Operation Compassion
Society 29 Vancity Credit Union 30 YMCA

How Can I Get
Involved?

Let us answer with a word that sums
up a lot of what we’re about: Welcome!
There are many ways to get involved
with the Surrey Local Immigration
Project, whether as an organization or
as an individual. Surrey LIP will host
city-wide community consultations and
everyone is welcome to join. You can
also request to be on our Surrey LIP
stakeholder list and receive updates
on a regular basis.
Please contact Olga Shcherbyna, Surrey
LIP Coordinator, for more information.
Email: oshcherbyna@surrey.ca
Phone: 604-592-7059
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